2002 Shining Star Award Winners

Krisztina Weinacht – Practitioner

Jo-Anne Howe – Professional Development

William McIlroy – Research

Molly Verrier – Academic
2002 Rising Star Award Winners

**Faculty:**
Anne Agur
Dina Brooks
Robyn Davies
Barbara Gibson
Carol Heck
Helen Lee
Bill McIlroy
Stephanie Nixon
Ethne Nussbaum
Kelly O’Brien
Sonia Pagura
Janet Parsons
Jackie Schleifer Taylor
Lynne Sinclair
Ada Tang

**Staff:**
Chanh Stevens

**Lecturers:**
Barbara Salmon

**Teaching Assistants:**
Catherine Bradley
Brenda Mori
Esther Waugh

**Status Appointment – Clinical Lecturers:**
Roz Crooks
Joanne Dorion
Shari Hughes
Carol Kennedy
Ellen Newbold
Helen Razmjou
Ellen Silaj
Jennifer Uyeno
Shian Williams

**Status Appointment – Clinical Tutors:**
Deborah Kennedy
Mari Kotoulas
Sandy Lincoln-Poupore
Vincent Lo
Tania Oblujubek
Siobhan O’Donnell
Ingrid Otten
John Pendlebury
Courtney Pollock
Joanna Stanley
Selena Sun
Dean Tesic
Jennifer Toland

**Clinical Instructors:**
Kaylyn Bright
Bev Bulmer
Wai Hin Chan
Benjo Choo
Julie Fairbairn
Chandra Farrer
Patricia Glover
Kate Green
Anne Higginson
Judie Hill
Anne Kuus
Val McWhinnie
Griffin Mercer
Dennis Ng
Michelle Parsons
Dianne Penney
Alison Ritchie
Christopher Sulway
Jacquie van Ierssel
Mariella Watson
Euson Yeung

**Teams:**
MHA Physical Therapy Team, University Health Network, Toronto Western Hospital
Regional Evaluation Centre (REC), Orthopaedic & Arthritic Hospital Site, S&SWCHSC
Sunnybrook & Women's College Health Sciences Centre, Women’s College Hospital